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An introduction to the world of insects, caterpillars, and butterflies including identification

information, educational activities, and fun facts.Invites young naturalists to spot wildlife. Safety tips

are provided and interesting activities are sugested. Color illustrations enhance the presentation.
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Great book for families and children. Small, light and thin this book has a nice succinct collection of

trees. All the pictures are illustrated (i.e. drawn) so there are no photographs. Even for the adult this

book has a nice basic introduction to trees and "monographs" of several of the common North

American trees- not a dense book but a great intro to trees- perhaps flip through it once yourself

before giving it to your child :)For kids 5+ would be a good book to take into the field and use to

identify trees. Like the other books in this series series "Trees leaves and barks" wonderfully hones

in on the uniqueness of the tree world in a simple and fun way.Would recommend!

I bought the set of three for my grandnephew who loves nature. They are written in a way that is



easy for children to understand and enjoy. We have taken the Trees, Leaves and Bark book out on

our trail and were able to identify several trees. We can't wait to go out again and discover some

more trees. The books have beautiful illustrations with a lot of information. We especially liked the

activities that were included and the interesting facts.

Very well written with beautiful pictures. My 7 year old granddaughter is an outdoor princess who

isn't satisfied with merely seeing things - she wants to know what she's seeing & some information

about it. This entire series of books does just that. Makes identifying very easy & gives factual

information in just the right amount for elementary age children . Highly recommend!

Same as rocks and berries. A g oood trioAlong with Rocks, and Berries a good trio. An excellent

reference. Photos and drawings are wonderful. Thank you for offering this item.An excellent book.

Thank you you for offering this item. Good, excellent drawings.

Great book!! We did a leaf activity for Scouts and the girls were able to identify the leaves they

found using this book. It has the most common trees so they found everything in the book. It's not

too big and just perfect to satisfy the kids' curiosity.

This book was soooo informitive and beautiful pictures. My 9 year old looooved it!

Feel like I'm in the Boy Scouts again, 60 years later. Great for my seven year old grandson, Brody

and me to walk in the woods and discover our various tall friends by looking not only at their leaves,

but also at their bark and seeds. Great project suggestions and easy to understand for young and

old alike.

Beautiful. Love this series for my classroom.
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